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1Towards Haptic Communications over the 5G Tactile Internet
Konstantinos Antonakoglou1, Xiao Xu2, Eckehard Steinbach2, Toktam Mahmoodi1, Mischa Dohler1
1Centre for Telecommunications Research, King’s College London
2Chair of Media Technology, Technical University of Munich
Touch is currently seen as the modality that will complement audition and vision as a third media stream over the Internet in a
variety of future haptic applications which will allow full immersion and that will, in many ways, impact society. Nevertheless, the
high requirements of these applications demand networks which allow ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (URLLC) for
the challenging task of applying the required Quality of Service (QoS) for maintaining the user’s Quality of Experience (QoE) at
optimum levels. In this survey, we enlist, discuss and evaluate methodologies and technologies of the necessary infrastructure for
haptic communication. Furthermore, we focus on how the fifth generation (5G) of mobile networks will allow haptic applications
to take life, in combination with the haptic data communication protocols, bilateral teleoperation control schemes and haptic data
processing needed. Finally, we state the lessons learned throughout the surveyed research material along with the future challenges
and infer our conclusions.
Index Terms—Tactile Internet, 5G, haptic communication, bilateral teleoperation, haptic data reduction, multi-modal media
networks
I. INTRODUCTION
GREAT part of ongoing research on the fifth generationof mobile networks (5G) is focused on meeting the
requirements of the Tactile Internet [1]–[3]. A major design
challenge here is to provide ultra-low delay communication
over the network which would enable real-time interactions
across wireless networks. This, in turn, will empower people
to wirelessly control both real and virtual objects. It will
undoubtedly add a new dimension to human-machine inter-
action and lead to an unprecedented revolution in almost
every segment of society with applications and use cases
like mobile augmented video content, road traffic/autonomous
driving, healthcare, smart grid, remote education, and remote
immersion/interaction among others [1].
One specific application domain of the Tactile Internet is
teleoperation which allows for remote immersion, including
remote touch. Traditional remote interaction solutions such
as voice or video conferencing, remote teaching, etc., have
reached a high level of sophistication and widespread use
thanks to the growth and progress of audio-visual commu-
nications.
With the benefits of this technology, users experience an
improved virtual presence, immersing in a remote environ-
ment. With current advances in communication infrastructure,
it has been foreseen that in the near future, a complete remote
immersion can be realized with the ability of physical inter-
action with the remote environment. This is achieved by the
exchange of multi-modal information, such as the combination
of audio, video and haptic information, over the Internet.
Such immersion will be feasible for commercially acceptable
use, with real-time applications such as teleoperation with
haptic feedback (referred to as teleoperation) or haptic data
broadcasting in virtual environments [4].
Haptics refer to both kinesthetic perception (information of
forces, torques, position, velocity, etc. sensed by the muscles,
joints, and tendons of the body) and tactile perception (in-
formation of surface texture, friction, etc. sensed by different
types of mechanoreceptors in the skin) [5]. It must be noted
that the previously mentioned term ”tactile” refers to its literal
meaning, i.e. the human perception of touch. When used in
the term ”Tactile Internet”, it signifies the feature of ultra-low
delay communication over the Internet which is a necessity
for many 5G use cases including haptic communication. As
one of the applications of the Tactile Internet, haptic commu-
nication using networked teleoperation systems has specific
requirements, the most demanding being the efficient and
timely exchange of kinesthetic or tactile information while
synchronously providing the user with auditory and visual
information.
Different from the communication of audio and video
signals, haptic signals in bilateral teleoperation systems are
bidirectionally exchanged over the network. It involves human
users and closes a global control loop between the human
users and the actuators/teleoperators. Thus, system stability
and teleoperation quality are very sensitive to communication
delay [6].
Use cases of the Tactile Internet, which highlight its impor-
tance, can be found in the medical, industrial, education and
entertainment sectors. These include remote medical exami-
nation or surgery, industrial teleoperation in e.g. construction
sites, mines or factories, tele-mentoring and gaming to name a
few. The benefits of the realization of the Tactile Internet will
revolutionize our way of living and increase the safety and
efficiency of various tasks. Nonetheless, there are hindrances
to be overcome and the previously mentioned requirements to
be met.
Concepts and technologies around the Internet of Things
(IoT), 5G and the Tactile internet overlap each other, as
indicated in [7], requiring very low latency and high reliabil-
ity communication channels, high-bandwidth low-latency and
secure infrastructure as well as bringing the intelligence of the
network closer to the edge of the network.
As described in [8], one of the challenges in 5G mobile
2networks development is the provision of low-latency com-
munications with acceptable Quality of Experince (QoE) for
the users. Since evaluating QoE in haptic-based applications
with force feedback over the Internet is a process that has only
recently taken its first steps, the way to resolve this open issue
is still under investigation.
The delay requirements of haptic communication for net-
worked teleoperation systems are heavily dependent on the
application scenarios. Taking into account the latest achieve-
ments on haptic communication, as illustrated in Figure 1, the
less dynamic the remote environment, the more the interaction
between a user and the remote environment is increased. Con-
sequently, different application scenarios arise in accordance
with each level of dynamics and the corresponding range
of time delay that is considered as acceptable for feasible
interaction.
Applications which can tolerate delays over 1ms are within
the scope of teleoperation (the blue circle of Figure 1); a
broad range of applications that can be divided into three
categories of teleoperation, wherein each scenario is associated
to a level of dynamics of the remote environment the user is
interacting with and the corresponding delay tolerance. This
leads to teleoperation applications with different degrees of
immersive perception that range from space teleoperation to
remote steering of automobiles, demonstrating different levels
of abstraction between the user and the remote environment.
The case of highly dynamic environments, where a latency
of under 1ms is needed, is out of the scope of teleoperation
as only control systems can undertake the completion of
tasks with such latency requirements because humans are
underqualified for this kind of interaction. Specifically, for
completing such tasks high Quality of Control (QoC) is
needed. Examples would be a magnetic levitation system that
keeps a running train floating in midair, a fully automatic
driving system that precisely platoons vehicles and zips the
vehicles through intersections without traffic lights, or a real-
time simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) with
autonomous-controlled cameras [9]. As a result, these cases
will not be examined in this survey.
On the other hand, in this survey we focus on the efforts for
haptic communication in networked teleoperation systems over
the Tactile Internet and examine in detail the advancements
in teleoperation over long distances. Three main domains
for enabling teleoperation over global connectivity are stud-
ied here, including: (i) the communication network from
the perspective of providing reliable (guaranteed) low-latency
communications, (ii) intelligent data processing to compensate
for the communication latency and for reducing bandwidth
usage, and finally (iii) stability control schemes implemented
at the teleoperation devices to reduce the impact of potential
latency. The focus of this study is on remote environments of
low and intermediate dynamics (red text in Figure 1). Within
this range of dynamics there is a variety of applications such
as remote surgery (low dynamics) or collaboration of users in
virtual or real environments (intermediate dynamics).
The structure of this survey is as follows: In Section
II we describe teleoperation systems in detail, classify and
describe the challenges behind bilateral teleoperation systems
and elaborate on a number of commercially popular haptic
devices. Section III is concerned with how network-based
teleoperation systems communicate over the Internet, data
stream management for the audio, video and haptic data
streams, with special interest to network protocols of the trans-
port and application layer. It also includes common network
performance parameters and elaborates on provisioning of
QoS in the network. Additionally, we briefly discuss network
security. Next, Section IV covers a range of methodologies
and frameworks for reducing the quantity of haptic data to
be transmitted through a communication channel. In Section
V we refer to the main and also most recent teleoperation
bilateral control approaches, mainly focusing on passivity-
based approaches but also mentioning other approaches not
based on passivity. The approaches we will focus on can be
combined with haptic data reduction methods to provide high
QoE to the user. Moreover, Section VI presents the latest
developments on 5G mobile infrastructure and technologies
with focus on ultra-reliable low-latency communication as
well as the main KPIs of various 5G use cases. Section VII
discusses the lessons learned from this survey and outlines
future research directions as well as the current challenges of
haptic communication over the 5G networking infrastructure.
Finally, in Section VIII we infer the conclusions.
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Figure 1. Delay requirements on different applications of immersive percep-
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II. TELEOPERATION
Multi-modal telepresence and teleaction (TPTA) systems for
haptic telemanipulation, also known as telehaptic systems [10],
usually consist of one human operator using a haptic interface
(master device) on one end, a communication channel and
one teleoperator (slave actuator) on the other end (Figure 2).
For short distance applications the communication channel can
be a direct wired or wireless communication channel without
the need for network infrastructure. On the other hand, long
distance applications benefit from packet-switched network
infrastructures, and transmit their data as packets. The scale of
long distance applications can range from teleoperation over
local area networks to teleoperation over the Internet.
The goal of TPTA systems, as implied by their name, is
to provide to the user the feeling of presence in the remote
3environment where the teleoperator exists. It is a goal which
can be achieved due to the ongoing improvement of the
relevant hardware and software for providing the human users
with multi-modal (visual, auditory, and haptic) feedback.
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Figure 2. An example of a haptic communication system. In this case, the
master device (user) sends position and/or velocity data while the slave device
(robot) transmits the haptic feedback data, audio and video data streams.
A. Classification of teleoperation systems
Nowadays, extensive research has been made in bilateral
and multilateral telehaptic systems [11], [12]. An approach
for classifying teleoperation systems can be based on the
different communication delays and interaction levels a user
may experience and results in two main categories, Direct
control systems and Supervisory control systems as described
in [13]. As shown in Figure 3, we subdivide each of these
categories further into subcategories:
1) Direct control: The human operator interacts in real-time
with the environment while the master and slave devices
communicate using position/force signals.
a) Closed-loop with negligible delay: In this case, the
communication channel presents minimum delay and
therefore the user is restricted to be in close proximity
to the slave device.
b) Time-delayed closed loop: The most common form of
teleoperation for digital closed-loop control systems.
Similarly to the previous subcategory, the master de-
vice controls the slave actuator but the user is less
restricted in terms of distance from the device (e.g.
transatlantic teleoperation). The remote side is not
autonomous, however, an internal control loop which
processes the command signals from the master device
is included in the teleoperator. In this case, the com-
munication channel (e.g. the Internet), may introduce
variable delays [6].
2) Supervisory control: The teleoperator is a) autonomously
or b) semi-autonomously controlled and receives high-
level commands from the master. It is also referred to
as task-based teleoperation. Examples are teleoperation
across planets or teleoperated robots with autonomous
functionalities [14].
B. Master and slave subsystems
Typically, at the master subsystem of a haptic bilateral
communication system, a human operator interacts with a
haptic interface which uses sensors and transmits motion data
(position or velocity data which are previously packetized)
over a communication channel, to the slave subsystem. In
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Figure 3. A classification of teleoperation systems
return, the latter will respond with the force reflection/feedback
of the remote environment, in the form of kinesthetic or
vibrotactile force feedback data [12] while in some cases, such
as in the concept of virtual fixture, position data may also be
transmitted.
Haptic devices which are used as master teleoperation
interfaces, also called haptic manipulators, are comprised of
actuators and sensors which form the kinesthetic and tactile de-
vice subsystems. Such haptic devices may be able to reproduce
and process kinesthetic (kinesthetic interfaces), tactile (tactile
interfaces) or both types of haptic data (haptic interfaces). Such
devices have been created either as commercially available
products or prototypes for academic research.
In [15] the authors discuss the topic of haptic devices and
haptic actuators in relation to haptic communication over the
Tactile Internet, making the important point that there is a need
for ungrounded haptic devices with which the user does not
need to stay in a specific area, contrary to the current state
of haptic devices which are grounded. A list of hand-held
kinesthetic devices as well as a performance evaluation was
presented in [16]. As stated the most popular haptic interface
is the Geomagic Touch (formerly known as Phantom Omni).
These devices present specific technical characteristics such as
the Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) they support (either for sensing
position or exerting force), the maximum force or torque they
can output, the usable space they can operate in and their
rotation capabilities (if their DoF specification allows them).
Many haptic interfaces, such as CyberGrasp [17] (an ex-
oskeleton device), may also be entirely wearable or have
wearable components in order to provide tactile feedback more
effectively. It is possible to use more than one actuator for
each finger. A variety of such interfaces are called tactile
displays and make use of tactile actuator arrays using various
technologies. Examples of such tactile devices are TPad [18],
which is applied to the screen of mobile phones and Gloveone
[19], a glove that provides tactile feedback to the fingers and
palm.
The hardware design parameters of haptic devices (e.g.
sampling frequency) and the number and type of sensors and
actuators determine the amount of data the device will output
or needs as input. They also determine the limitations of the
interaction between a user or an object and the device. A recent
detailed review of tactile sensors has been made in [20].
The slave haptic subsystem can be either a physical device
4which interacts with a physical remote environment or a virtual
pointer of any form (e.g. a virtual hand) that operates in
a virtual environment. A key difference between physical
and virtual environments is that the control laws that govern
a physical environment are of continuous nature whereas a
virtual is of discrete nature. Virtual environments, even though
it is not feasible to perfectly replicate a physical environment,
have the advantage of allowing, in some cases, the interaction
among multiple users to interact with each other in a virtual
space over a local network or the Internet. By employing
the tactile or kinesthetic modalities these systems are called
Collaborative-Haptic Virtual Environments (C-HAVE) [21].
C. Challenges of teleoperation systems
Communication of haptic information for teleoperation sys-
tems imposes strong demands on the communication network.
This presents two main challenges for designing a reliable
teleoperation system.
First, haptic sensor readings from kinesthetic devices are
typically sampled, packetized and transmitted at a rate of
1 kHz or even higher [6], [22], [23] to maintain stability and
transparency of the system (further discussed in V-B). It must
be noted that this is not a strict requirement, however, accord-
ing to the stability analysis in [24]–[26] there is a relationship
between the sampling rate, the maximum displayed stiffness
and the system damping for ensuring system stability. A
teleoperation system operating with lower values of sampling
rate may still work and the user may be able to complete
a task. Nonetheless, the maximum displayed stiffness, while
guaranteeing system stability, is smaller than that of a higher
sampling rate and therefore the system may require larger
damping for stabilizing a hard contact.
Communication of kinesthetic information for teleoperation
systems, hence, requires a thousand or more haptic data
packets per second to be transmitted between the master
and the slave devices. Such a high packet rate may lead to
the consumption of a large amount of network resources in
combination with the transmission of audio and video data
and leads to inefficient data communication (see Section IV).
Therefore, haptic data reduction, or packet rate reduction, is
required in teleoperation systems. Moreover, tactile informa-
tion, especially in the form of complicated texture surfaces,
requires data compression.
Second, teleoperation systems are very sensitive to data loss
and latency [6]. Concerning the latter, a haptic communication
system device usually needs to transmit and receive a packet
every millisecond, otherwise stability cannot be guaranteed.
Consequently, an important question can be raised concerning
the amount of latency compared to the amount of data loss
that a system can tolerate. As it has been shown in [27] a
90% reduction can be attained, whereas even a small amount
of delay can disrupt the stability of a bilateral teleoperation
system. Even for a small communication delay or packet loss
rate, teleoperation systems may show stability issues making
degradation of teleoperation quality and task performance.
With the introduction of a communication channel such as
the Internet over mobile networks, this issue is inevitable.
Therefore, to guarantee system stability and improve Qual-
ity of Task (QoT) performance is a key objective of telemanip-
ulation systems [28], [29]. Quality of Task, presents the quality
of task performance and is usually quantified by measuring
the task completion time due to simplicity. Additionally, other
performance measures are the sum of squared forces (SOSF),
peak forces, task error/failure rate, the haptic device trajectory,
range of motion and velocity [30].
On the other hand, this also implies that the network
infrastructure itself, if improved to the point of meeting all
requirements, should be able provide adequate resources and
quality of communication for the best possible QoE and
decrease the dependence to altering haptic information.
In addition, haptic communication systems usually need to
provide to the user visual and audio feedback from the slave
subsystem. High packet rate, packet loss and variable delay
can cause the management and synchronization of the data
streams to become a challenging problem. In this case, packet-
switched network frameworks and protocols are needed for
synchronizing the data streams [31], for measuring the network
conditions and managing the Quality of Service [32].
Summing up, we detail three main solution spaces to
improve haptic communication:
• The communication network solution space covering both
aspects of the Internet and the mobile/wireless commu-
nication that enables the Tactile Internet.
• Data processing solutions to reduce data transmission
using perceptual thresholds or prediction methods in
order to compensate the incurred delay by long distance
communications.
• Stability control solutions to reduce the effect of extra
delay and provide stability for the control loop.
Improvements in all solution spaces of haptic communication
are under development and research. Main contributions to
these solution spaces will be presented in the next chapters.
Individual or joint improvement of the communication chan-
nel, control components and signal processing will guarantee
high teleoperation quality, system stability and scalability.
While current research studies address mainly these solution
spaces independently (few studies address two of these spaces
jointly), the ultimate solution for enabling the haptic commu-
nication should be based on joint optimization of these three
solution spaces. A discussion of future challenges on haptic
communication over 5G exists in Section VII.
III. HAPTIC COMMUNICATION OVER THE INTERNET
With the increase of mobile Internet-enabled machines and
devices over the world, mobile networks play an important
role as the medium for the transmission and reception of data.
In comparison to other networks, the more complex mobile
network infrastructure inevitably introduces latency into any
communication system.
Since using the Internet over a mobile network as a com-
munication channel can be responsible for most of the time
the transmitted information will be delayed, finding ways to
reduce this delay is inevitable. In this way, system stability
and transparency will be easier to maintain.
5In this section, we will first discuss the fundamental net-
working infrastructure that has already been used for haptic
communication over networks, focusing on network protocols
of the transport and application layers as well as frame-
works for the synchronization of multi-sensorial data streams.
Furthermore, we will mention the efforts on security for
teleoperation and also the parts of 5G infrastructure relevant
to haptic communication.
A. Haptic Communication Protocols and Frameworks
Internet-based TPTA systems implement closed-loop con-
trol schemes over a real-time communication framework that
allows interaction between a human operator and a remote
environment using sensors and actuators. A system which can
be described in this way is refered to as networked-based
control system (NBCS) [33].
Since one of the core modules of such systems is the
communication channel, several network protocols have been
used or created for all teleoperation frameworks mentioned in
previous chapters and their implementations over the Internet,
supporting their efficient functionality either for virtual envi-
ronment applications [34] or physical systems.
As with every networking system, the correct functionality
of NBCS is liable to several obstacles which negatively affect
their performance and can also be viewed as performance indi-
cators which allow the comparison between different protocols
and the quantification of the Quality of Service (QoS) they
can deliver which is of critical importance to applications
such as telesurgery. Considering that teleoperation systems
are NBCSs, it is natural to inherit these performance aspects
with respect to requirements of TPTA systems. Common
performance parameters [35]:
• Network delay is the average time needed for a packet to
travel from the input of the communication channel to its
output. A survey that thoroughly lists and discusses the
main sources of network delay as well as the solutions
that can be currently implemented is [36].
• Jitter is the result of the influence delay has to packets
independently, formally known as Packet Delay Variation
(PDV) which affects the packet sequence. A common way
to avoid jitter is to use packets with sequence numbers or
timestamps, nonetheless this presumes the use of buffers
which in turn will increase the overall delay of the
communication.
• Packet loss is a consequence of the network traffic con-
gestion. As a result, the master and slave side of a TPTA
system need to operate even with lack of information
due to missing packets. Ways to overcome packet loss
are substituting the missing values with null values, hold
the last value or use interpolation (e.g. using a prediction
method).
• Data rate of the communication channel. This can be
affected by the sampling frequency, the sample resolution
and the protocol overhead.
Additionally, alternative factors that may affect the system
performance are signal quantization and other sources of noise.
The effects of packet loss with and without latency in
discriminating visual and haptic events, although primarily
focusing on packet loss, in the communication channel have
been explored in [37] showing that both factors have an
additive behaviour. Nonetheless, according to [38] the effects
of packet loss can be managed by using mechanism which
increase the communication reliability, but, as a result these
mechanisms will increase the total latency. It is therefore a
matter of balancing the trade-off between reliability and delay.
A detailed description of QoS control methods has been
given in [39], referring to traffic management, flow control,
error control, ∆-causality control, other types of control and
last but not least the aspect of synchronization of media
streams. It is worth to mention that the authors of the paper
also specify methods for estimating QoE. All protocols try
to satisfy the aformentioned QoS requirements and therefore
encompass characteristics and mechanisms, such as QoS con-
trol methods that focus on haptic data stream or also take
the other modalities (sound, video) into account, towards a
reliable but also transparent haptic communication. A list of
these characteristics has been defined in [40].
Network-based control haptic systems (NCHS) can be di-
vided into two main classes: those that implement the client-
server architecture and those that implement a peer-to-peer
one, the latter being the most popular choice due to its
support to parallel computation, scalability and also being less
sensitive to negative networking conditions.
Despite the recent advances in telecommunication infras-
tructure, choosing a communication protocol for a teleop-
eration system needs thinking of how the network condi-
tions might affect haptic applications, as some tasks have
higher requirements than others in order to provide high
QoE. With respect to the Internet protocol suite networking
model, transport and application layer protocols have mainly
been developed [40]. Nonetheless, network layer solutions,
such as the DiffServ architecture [41] and different network
coding strategies have also been examined, both concepts
are discussed later on in this survey in this section and
in section VI respectively. Of course other approaches, also
mentioned later on, are taking the 7-layered Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model into account.
1) Transport layer
In the transport layer, the most common protocols used
in the research literature for haptic communication over the
Internet are the TCP and UDP protocols. Even so, other pro-
tocols have been developed in pursuance of keeping the system
stable and for effectively reaching greater transparency. These
protocols have either been tested for the physical interaction
between human operators and remote environments or have
been used for communication between physical devices and
virtual environments that allows the manipulation of virtual
objects.
According to [42], a survey made in 2012, a total of ten
different transport and application layer protocols are reported.
Since then, other protocols have emerged as well. Other
sources [43] can be used to extend the list of the survey with
other protocols as well.
6Iterating through the previously mentioned performance
parameters, we can classify existing protocols according to
the parameter or parameters they try to optimally improve.
For minimizing the effects of jitter, TCP is the best candi-
date, however, TCP’s mechanisms responsible for such reliable
data transmission, also prevent it from being used as a real-
time protocol. Evidently, it is the least suitable protocol
for haptic communication applications. A modified version
of TCP with Nagle Algorithm Invalidation [44] avoids one
of TCP’s mechanisms in which the sender must continue
buffering if the receiver’s capacity capabilities are exceeded,
until the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) is reached by the
accumulated packets. This mechanism was introduced to avoid
congestion over slow links, but by avoiding it time delays are
decreased.
Regarding the minimization of network delay, the most suit-
able protocol is UDP. Nonetheless, UDP’s simplicity does not
meet the reliability requirements of most haptic applications
especially in networks under packet congestion. A more suit-
able solution that is built on UDP, the Smoothed Synchronous
Collaboration Transport Protocol is mainly used in haptic
virtual environment applications [45] as its predecessor SCTP
and attempts to deal with jitter by employing a buffer at
the receiver and handling packets according to a timestamp
placed at the header of each packet. This method results in a
fixed delay for all messages. Smoothed SCTP should not be
confused with S-SCTP which stands for Secure SCTP.
Apart from dealing with jitter, SCTP, S-SCTP and the
Interactive Real-Time Protocol (IRTP) [46], also prioritize
messages according to their significance. Specifically for IRTP,
it establishes a connection same as TCP at first and for
transmitting essential data. This makes it a connection-oriented
protocol. To transmit less important data, IRTP employs UDP.
It also addresses the issue of the non-optimized size of the
packet header by proposing a redesigned structure of header
fields.
A protocol called Supermedia TRansport for teleoperations
over Overlay Networks (STRON) [47], was created to operate
over overlay networks transmitting data using different net-
work paths. STRON was compared against TCP and SCTP,
showing that it performs significantly better in the case of a
network that includes paths with heavy packet loss.
Another protocol called Real-Time Network Protocol
(RTNP), created by Uchimura et al., was developed for use on
UNIX environments in order to eliminate time delay caused
by the specific multitasking operating system [48], therefore,
this protocol cannot be implemented on other platforms.
Timely execution of the protocol handler tasks with real-time
interrupts allows for more immediate transmission of haptic
data packets. Furthermore, the Efficient Transport Protocol
(ETP) [49], aims to reduce round-trip delay time which is
related to the interpacket gap (IPG). By monitoring the transfer
rate, it is possible to optimize IPG by setting it to a minimum
value in order to maintain stability and maximum performance
of the haptic application.
A hybrid solution, a protocol that tries to leverage the
advantages of others such as SRM, SRTP, RMTP and SCTP
is the Hybrid Multicast Transport Protocol (HMTP) [50] and
is mainly used for realizing haptic collaboration in virtual
environments.
A comparative evaluation of the performance of these
protocols for haptic applications does not exist to the best
of our knowledge, therefore it is not possible to conclude
about which one would be more suitable. Nonetheless, we
understand that with the exception of TCP and UDP which
represent maximum reliability and minimum packet header
overhead respectively, all other protocols need to balance the
trade-off between reliability and latency.
Table I shows a qualitative comparison among the previ-
ously discussed protocols. Evidently, all protocols based on
UDP inherit UDP’s transmission of packets in a connectionless
mode in comparison to the ones based on TCP. Three of the
protocols listed (ETP, STRON and HMTP) were created as
haptics-specific protocols whereas only one of them (HMTP)
has been created for the purpose of being used in virtual envi-
ronments for haptic collaboration. Only HMTP implements a
security feature for user authentication when joining a session
in a virtual environment.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOLS
Connectionless Haptics-specific Security Virtual Env. only
TCP X X X X
UDP X X X X
IRTP [46] X X X X
Smoothed SCTP [45] X X X X
STRON [47] X X X X
ETP [49] X X X X
HMTP [50] X X Partial X
RTNP [48] X X X X
2) Application layer
Apart from only streaming haptic data through the com-
munication channel, as previously described, the QoE re-
quirements demand the synchronized transmission of both
audio and video data without leaving the scope of real-
time interaction of the haptic interface user with the remote
environment. A system that can provide the user with such
services is included in the multi-modal or multi-sensorial
media (mulsemedia) systems category. In the highest of all
layers, an important aspect of the application layer protocols
is the aggregation and management of streams of video, audio
and haptic data in order to be transported using a single data
stream.
Temporal management of the data streams is a key objective
of mulsemedia systems in order to provide synchronization
of all media. An investigation on how synchronization errors
affect mulsemedia systems has been made in [51], [52]. It
needs to be noted that in this survey we focus on data streams
for the visual, audio and haptic modalities, as some mulse-
media systems in general may also support other modalities
and sensations such as scent or air flow (for emulating wind).
Furthermore, kinesthetic, tactile, audio and video data are sent
in separate data streams. A multiplexing scheme was presented
in [31].
Several attempts have been made for synchronizing haptic,
video and audio data streams by using different protocols,
codecs and procedures for establishing the connection between
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packetizing data of each stream, all packets are aggregated in
a single stream by a multiplexing unit. Existing frameworks
that use application layer protocols and frameworks with
such capabilities will be further discussed in the following
paragraphs together with other synchronization practices.
A framework for adaptively controlling the data rate of dif-
ferent mulsemedia streams according to the human perception
limits, the Adaptive Mulsemedia Delivery Solution (ADAMS),
is based on a client-server architecture. The server consists
of several modules that take into account various information
sent from the client (e.g. network conditions) and decides on
the amount of quality reduction that needs to be made on the
multimedia and mulsemedia data streams [53].
Again, based on the client-server scheme, in [54] hap-
tic communication is achieved by employing the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) on the application layer in order
to establish a teleoperation session and to manage haptic
transport streams that use Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)
which encapsulates the haptic data in UDP packets. In this
case, SIP allows for having an abstraction layer in order to
incorporate encoded data in the packets using a haptic codec.
Another protocol, based on RTP, is the ”RTP for Distributed
Interactive Media” (RTP/I is an application layer protocol
focused on media beyond audio and video, as stated in [55].
Therefore, a generic interactive media model that covers the
spectrum of interactive media applications in which TPTA
applications are included is also introduced. A protocol created
to surpass the disadvantages of RTP [56], the MPEG Media
Transport, is an application layer transport protocol used in
[57] for the purpose of multi-modal data transmission on 3D
tele-immersion environments (3DTI).
In the multi-modal communication framework of PAHCP
[58], which is concerned with C-HAVE applications (not
physical ones), data synchronization is implemented using the
Network Time Protocol (NTP) while graphics and haptic data
are transmitted with Virtual Network Connection (VNC) and
PAHCP respectively. PAHCP enables perception-based data
reduction implementations. Based on UDP, this protocol is a
”modified version of the smoothed SCTP”.
Another protocol mainly focused on interactive haptic vir-
tual environments is the Application Layer Protocol for HAptic
Networking (ALPHAN). ALPHAN is built on top of the UDP
for enhancing the latter’s characteristics which are unable to
meet the high-demanding C-HAVE conditions and exchanges
the QoS parameters with the XML-based Haptic Application
Meta-Language (HAML) file format [59]. HAML is also used
by Admux (Adaptive Multiplexer), a framework/protocol that
implements statistical multiplexing at the application layer also
focusing on synchronizing the haptic, audio and video streams
[60].
The authors of [61], focusing on telesurgery, have presented
an application layer protocol, called the Interoperable Telesur-
gical Protocol (ITP), but in the experiments performed the
communication was not bilateral, the users only had visual
feedback. It should be noted, though, that the protocol could be
extended to be used in implementations with data transforms
such as the wave-variable transform (discussed later in Section
V).
In physical teleoperation systems with constant bitrate
communication channels, a multiplexing scheme has been
proposed for transmitting video and haptic data with the
application of perceptual data reduction using the ZOH method
[31]. While multiplexing, if no force data are to be sent
then the video data are prioritized. By assuming a constant
bitrate connection, packet delay can be computed and used for
correctly demultiplexing the data stream. Another framework
that employs the Just Noticable Difference (JND) method,
explored later on in this paper, is the Haptics over Internet
Protocol (HoIP). Implemented in C++, HoIP is using the
unreliable UDP and a multiplexing algorithm that enables the
packetization of either haptic and audio data or haptic and
video data. The header of each packet allows the estimation
of QoS parameters, the use of adaptive sampling by employing
the JND method and also a flow control mechanism [62].
Furthermore, other frameworks that exist perform QoS
management over overlay networks. In [63] methods for error
correction and optimal path selection are applied for efficient
data stream transmission. Finally, in [32], a module measures
the complexity of a task to dynamically adjust the number of
active paths and network resources for each media stream.
Last but not least, there are two application layer protocols
with a focus on security which is a major concern for e.g.
telesurgery applications. These are Secure ITP [64], a version
of the previously mentioned ITP extended to be more secure
and the Secure and Statistically Reliable UDP (SSR-UDP).
The first one implements user authentication and authorization
as well as data encryption using the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES). In the latter one, the system design includes
transmitting data with what the authors call a ”privacy scheme”
as well as a feedback channel for sending acknowledgment
packets back to the master device [65].
In Table II, there is a qualitative comparison of all afore-
mentioned application layer protocols. Two of the listed
protocols (ALPHAN and Admux) are used specifically for
virtual environments, while three of them (PAHCP, HoIP
and ALPHAN) implement data reduction. HoIP, Admux and
ADAMS multiplex audio and video and haptic data but none
of the protocols except Secure ITP and SSR-UDP incorporate
security mechanisms.
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF APPLICATION LAYER PROTOCOLS
Data Reduction Mux (Audio-Video) Security Virtual Env. only
PAHCP [58] X X X X
HoIP [62] X X X X
ALPHAN [59] X X X X
Admux [60] X X X X
ADAMS [53] X X X X
ITP [61] X X X X
Secure ITP [64] X X X X
SSR-UDP [65] X X X X
B. Provision of QoS in the network
By itself, Internet operates on the best-effort basis by
treating all packets in the same way, therefore not guaranteeing
8QoS. Number of approaches have been proposed to provide
QoS including: relative priority marking, service marking,
label switching, static per-hop classification, Integrated Ser-
vices (IntServ) and Differentiated Services (DiffServ). Each of
these categories have been implemented in different ways, but
because of relevance, we explain IntServ and DiffServ further
here, while the latter being the most scalable and thus more
preferred solution currently.
The IntServ architecture [66] relies on the storage of in-
formation in all routers of the network in terms of flows
that will pass through them. A preallocation of resources is
done using the relevant signaling protocol in order for the
data stream to travel end-to-end. The downside of IntServ is
mainly its scalability as supporting a large network such as the
Internet can easily become too complex. Also, the periodic
information update concerning each flow can increases the
traffic significantly.
On the other hand, DiffServ is not providing QoS to separate
flows. Instead, it classifies flows by labeling the data streams.
DiffServ is implemented in IPv4 and IPv6 [67] as a field
inside the IP header of a packet called Type of Service (ToS)
and Traffic Class (TC) respectively which determines how the
network should manage each packet in a per-hop behaviour
(PHB). With a total amount of 64 different classes (6 bits of the
octet) available, DiffServ allows the aggregation of different
flows into a single class. It is important to mention that
DiffServ is completely transparent to all Layer 2 mechanisms
as it operates exclusively on Layer 3.
Two important mechanisms of DiffServ are the Expedited
Forwarding PHB (EF PHB) and the Assured Forwarding
PHB (AF PHB). The first one, is highly related to haptic
communication as it provides queue prioritization for applica-
tions/services with high requirements in terms of packet loss,
latency, jitter and data rate. On the other hand, AF PHB offers
a framework for providing different drop rates which depend
on a predefined table of drop rate classes.
Furthermore, using the aforementioned protocol features
is not an easy task since monitoring and dynamic manage-
ment of resources which requires the configuration (and re-
configuration) of all network nodes is demanding. Hence, flex-
ible traffic management while simultaneously supporting strict
and dynamic QoS requirements is yet critical and challenging
in the Internet. On the other hand, the effective and quick
adaptation of resources to the actual traffic demand is one
of the main features expected to be effectively handled by
next generation networks, that will also be a key enabler for
the Tactile Internet. A step forward in introducing flexibil-
ity in network management is represented by the Software-
defined Networking (SDN), where control and data planes
are decoupled and split into logically centralized network
intelligence and an underlying abstracted infrastructure [68].
Among the various key features of SDN, the programmability
and agility of the network (re)configurations can significantly
ease management of diverse QoS requirements, while the
logically centralized control enables scalability. Using features
such as queues and meters per flow basis across the end-
to-end path, for example, provides granular QoS and can
allow for prioritization of more latency demanding flows such
as teleoperation flows that can be dynamically reconfigured
depending on the volume of traffic [69], [70].
At this point we need to mention that flow prioritization and
net neutrality are contradictory concepts but this discussion
is out of the scope of this survey and will not be further
discussed.
C. Network Security
Security is yet another cornerstone of the Tactile Inter-
net, considering teleoperation sessions often represent critical
communication scenarios. Security has indeed been subject of
recent research under the umbrella of cyber-physical systems
(CPSs) to address the needs of emerging sensor networks
[71]. In [72], a list of threats and possible attacks on tele-
operation systems are presented, along with a QoS-friendly IP
security (IPsec) protocol suite. In addition, as mentioned in
[73], nowadays security threats of CPSs are not focused on
communication standards only. All layers of communication,
from physical to application, can be targeted. Despite its
importance, in this survey, we devise our attention to the
enablers of reliable low-latency communications and hence
security is not within context.
Nonetheless, it needs to be mentioned that methodologies
for enhancing security of communication have a negative
impact on the end-to-end latency. This is another trade-
off to be taken into consideration when designing a haptic
communication system. Therefore, it is a challenge to integrate
security in such systems.
IV. HAPTIC DATA REDUCTION AND COMPRESSION
Haptic sensor readings, especially when reading the kines-
thetic signals, as previously mentioned in Section II-C, have
a sampling rate of 1 kHz or even higher. In order to keep
the communication delay as small as possible, haptic samples
are packetized and transmitted instantly. As a result, the
communication of haptic data in teleoperation systems requires
1000 or more packets per second to be transmitted. For vibro-
tactile signals (touch emulated with vibrations), the sampling
frequency greatly depends on the type of interaction of the
user with the remote environment. For tasks of low precision,
it requires a feedback frequency of 20 Hz to 30 Hz, while
high precision tasks require a feedback frequency of 5 kHz to
10 kHz [74]–[76]. Such high rate of packet transmission incur
substantial data overhead due to the transmission of packet
header and, thus, results in increasing latency [77]–[79].
Future teleoperation systems which will be able to provide
full body immersion will use a large number of sensors and
actuators increasing proportionally to the number of Degrees-
of-Freedom required by the haptic applications. Even though
5G networks will have data rate capabilities which can easily
cover the needs of a haptic data transmission of a user, it
is necessary to have in mind the additional transmission of
audio and video data. Therefore, it is required to explore and
improve haptic data reduction and compression methods.
Haptic data reduction techniques, either for kinesthetic data
reduction or tactile data reduction, can be considered as lossy
data reduction/compression schemes as full recovery of the
9original raw data is not possible. These techniques can be
applied in the Application Layer since they rely on processing
the data as acquired by the haptic devices. On the other hand,
network throughput reduction can be achieved by other means
such as Physical Layer Network Coding (NC) which will be
discussed in Section VI viewed from the scope of the 5G
infrastructure. In this section, data reduction will be related to
the processing of haptic data only.
A. Kinesthetic data reduction
Kinesthetic data reduction techniques are mainly based on
two approaches of statistical and perceptual schemes [58]. The
former one normally uses the statistics of the haptic signals to
compress the packet size, while the latter one mainly focuses
on reducing the packet rate over the communication network.
Since the packet header overhead is significant as kinesthetic
data packet payload size is small, reducing the frame rate
seems to be an obvious choice for reducing the total amount
of data.
1) Statistical schemes
Early attempts with respect to signal sampling employ
predictive models to reduce data redundancy. Quantization
techniques (e.g., Adaptive DPCM) for kinesthetic data reduc-
tion are presented in [80]. In [81], kinesthetic data are 32-
bit IEEE floating-point values. After the master and slave
device have exchanged enough raw data, a simple position
prediction method was proposed. Compression was achieved
by performing an exclusive-or operation between the predicted
and the previously predicted value and the result being reduced
to 8 important bits.
Apart from prediction, lossy kinesthetic data compression
and decompression has also been achieved by using discrete
cosine transform (DCT) [82], similarly to the JPEG codec, in a
teleoperation system with force feedback with a compression
ratio of 20%. Finally, another compression method that has
been tested on 1-DoF haptic data is Wavelet Packet Transform
(WPT) [83]. In this case, decompression is accomplished with
the Inverse WPT (or IWPT).
2) Perceptual schemes
The first proposal that targets packet rate reduction for
networked control systems can be found in [77]. In this work
only samples that contain changes more than a given/fixed
threshold are transmitted. The receiver reacts to a missing
sample by holding the value of the most recently received
sample. The approach in [77], however, ignores that the human
operator comes with strong limitations in terms of perceivable
signal changes.
State-of-the-art methods of perceptual data reduction have
shown that, it is possible to exploit the limitations of hu-
man operators and how they perceive haptic signals [84]
towards achieving more efficient data reduction [85]. Such
works mainly rely on a concept from psychophysics that is
the difference threshold, otherwise known as Just Noticeable
Difference (JND), which is the minimum amount of change
in stimulus intensity needed for a perceptible increment in
sensory experience. This threshold is formulated by Weber’s
law [86]:
∆I
I
= c (1)
where I is the stimulation intensity, ∆I is the difference
of stimulation intensity to be perceived (the JND) and c is
a constant, also known as the Weber’s fraction. Difference
thresholds, also known as discrimination thresholds, are de-
fined both for haptic system parameters and quantities such
as stiffness, velocity and force. These thresholds also differ
depending on the movement scenario and the muscles involved
[87]. For example, the JND when a human operator perceives
force feedback to the index finger is approximately 10% [88].
Implementing kinesthetic data reduction showed up to 90%
decrease in packet rate in [78]. Perceptual kinesthetic data
reduction schemes have also been implemented for position
and velocity signals using distance metrics (the Euclidean
distance) between haptic data vectors (position vectors) [89].
This approach, however, needs further investigation because
in psychophysics there is no result that shows Weber’s law
also applies to positions. This methodology also applies to
orientation data and has also been extended to six degrees of
freedom (DoF).
In comparison to other sampling methods such as the
level crossings method (that incorporates absolute differences
instead of percentages between samples), the perceptual-based
kinesthetic data reduction schemes are proven to have good
but similar accuracy [90]. Nonetheless, in [91] it is stated that
the level crossings sampler outperforms the sampling method
based on Weber’s law. It has also been shown that the JND
decreases with increase of the rate of kinesthetic force stimuli.
3) Perceptual schemes with predictive coding
Prediction models of haptic signals can be used to estimate
future haptic samples from previous data. This is able to
achieve further reduction of haptic packet rate. As illustrated
in Figure 4, the same predictors can run in parallel at both
the master and slave sides. At the sender side, the predictor
generates the predicted haptic signal at every sample instant. If
the prediction error is smaller than the corresponding JND, no
update is triggered. Otherwise, the input sample is transmitted
to the other side and the transmitted sample is used for
updating the prediction model. At the receiver side, if a
packet is received, it is directly applied as the output and
the received haptic signal is used for updating the prediction
model. Otherwise, the predictor generates a predicted haptic
signal as the current output.
The simplest but also the least efficient prediction method
is the zero-order hold (ZOH) predictor. When no data have
been transmitted from the sender the receiver holds the last
value of the sample it previously received.
Different kinds of predictors can be used to estimate the
future haptic samples. For example in [79], [92], a linear
predictor of the first order was adopted, namely a first-order
linear predictor (FOLP). This simple predictor can lead to
a significantly decreased packet rate up to 90-95% without
deteriorating the immersiveness of the system. The velocity
signal approximation used in the prediction model, however,
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Figure 4. Overview of the perceptual kinesthetic data reduction with predictive coding
is very sensitive to noise, even more than force signals.
Therefore, haptic samples need to be filtered by using a low-
pass filter to minimize the undesirable effects of measurement
noise. An augmented version of this framework, presented in
[93], introduces noise reduction by employing a scalar Kalman
filter on the input signals.
Yet another prediction model that takes the prediction error
into account was employed in [94] for three-dimensional
position and force data, a third-order autoregressive (AR)
model. According to the method’s algorithm, after an ini-
tialization and training process, the adaptive coefficients of
the model are computed so that the predicted values are
produced. Afterwards, taking into account the JND threshold,
the algorithm decides whether the training values need to be
updated either from the predicted data or the current real data.
Contrary to transmitting sample values obtained from haptic
devices or their derivatives, regression analysis also allows the
transmission of only the model parameters. Such a method can
be found in [95] where samples are first fitted in a quadratic
curve.
Using a more complex predictor, a geometry-based predic-
tion model was proposed in [96]. The remote environment
is modeled either as a plane or a sphere according to the
historical interaction, without taking friction, slave inertia and
time delay of the network into account. The future haptic
samples were predicted based on the interaction with the
geometry model. Taking into account a total of four predic-
tors (ZOH, FOLP, plane and sphere predictors), a predictor
selection method is also proposed in [96] which identifies the
predictor with the least prediction error. Psychophysical tests
on human subjects showed that the hybrid approach performed
as well as the best predictor (sphere predictor).
Prediction of signal samples and perceptual coding of the
signal was also proposed in [97] by implementing the Particle
Filtering method. This framework uses the probability distri-
bution function (PDF) of the user’s motion or force to predict
future or lost samples.
B. Tactile data reduction
While data reduction on kinesthetic signals is widely inves-
tigated as discussed in the previous subsections, the number
of studies on the compression of vibrotactile texture signals is
limited. The kinesthetic signals involve large amplitude low-
frequency force feedback and were found lacking in realism
due to the absence of high-frequency transients (e.g., tapping
on hard surfaces [98]) and small-scale surface details (e.g.,
palpation of textured surfaces [99]). Transmission of vibrotac-
tile signals for increasing fidelity of real-time teleoperation
systems and its storage for later playback necessitate data
compression.
The necessary step before compressing the vibrotactile
signals is to model them. Significant research has been de-
voted toward modeling tactile texture signals [100]–[102]. The
vibrotactile signals are raised from coarse regularly patterned
textures by decaying sinusoids [100]. In [101], Kuchenbecker
et al. use a linear predictor to model the texture signals. In
[102], the authors segment the recorded real-world vibrotactile
texture signals based on their physical surface feature. These
segmented signals are fitted and the corresponding filter pa-
rameters are stored. Then, a virtual visual-haptic model repre-
senting the previously extracted surface features is constructed
and haptic rendering is performed based on this model. The
above works, however, are not optimized for compression.
Towards the compression of vibrotactile signals, Okamoto
and Yamada presented a frequency-domain texture compres-
sion algorithm loosely based on the knowledge of human vi-
brotactile perception [103]. The textured surfaces are scanned
and the surface height is represented by a waveform. This
waveform is transformed to the temporal frequency domain
using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and the DCT
coefficients are thresholded and quantized according to the
knowledge of frequency-domain amplitude-Just Noticeable
Differences (JND) for vibrotactile stimuli [104]. The authors
of [103] showed a 75% compression of the texture data
with guaranteed perceptual transparency. Unfortunately, this
algorithm works only offline, which means prior knowledge
about the surface must be known (e.g., pre-scanning proce-
dure). Further research on JNDs of vibrotactile perception has
been made in [105] by studying the JNDs with low-intensity
reference stimuli, starting at 5 Hz, close to the sensory absolute
threshold. In [106] three experiments were carried out, first
an experiment showing that acceleration is not a vibration
property that affects humans due to the nature of the human
tissue, second an experiment to determine JNDs showing it
is unimportant to subjectively optimize tactile displays and
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third an experiment that showed the impact of using different
devices in low frequency vibrations (starting at 100 Hz).
The first online compression of vibrotactile signals can be
found in [107] for bilateral teleoperation. The compression
algorithm is inspired by the similarities observed between
texture signals and speech signals. Thus, a well-developed
speech coding technique, the Algebraic Code-Excited Linear
Prediction coding (ACE-LPC) [108], is adapted for developing
a perceptually transparent texture codec. The authors of [107]
reported a compression rate of 8:1 with a very low bitrate
(4 kbps) on data transmission. An extended version of this
compress algorithm was proposed in [109], in which the mask-
ing phenomenon in the perception of wide-band vibrotactile
signals was applied to further improve the efficiency of the
texture codec. The masking phenomenon [110] implies that
humans can tolerate larger errors in high-energy frequency
bands, and smaller ones in low-energy frequency bands.
Therefore, for encoding (compressing) the texture signals, the
bitrate should be allocated more in the low-energy frequency
bands compared than to the high-energy ones. In [109], the
authors experimentally showed that the masking for haptics
is very similar to its auditory analog. With the help of the
experimental results, the bitrate of the codec output can be
driven down to as low as 2.3 kbps without distorting the
subjective perception.
Last but not least, it must be noted that there is currently no
objective quality metric, such as Mean Opinion Score (MOS),
for the evaluation of vibrotactile signals (with the exception of
[111] on the effect of delayed kinesthetic and 3D video data on
the user). Nonetheless, the similarities shared between audio
and tactile signals will allow the design of tactile codecs in a
similar fashion as with audio codecs [112].
V. HAPTIC CONTROL SYSTEM APPROACHES
As the network infrastructure and mechanisms keep improv-
ing there are physical barriers, as in the case of long distance
communications, that can introduce a minimum latency which
can make certain teleoperation applications impossible. As
previously mentioned, latency can disrupt the stability of a
bilateral teleoperation system. Although this is true, there are
stability control architectures and methods that can minimize
the impact of latency. Therefore TPTA systems will not
solely rely on 5G network infrastructure for optimizing the
QoS of the communication channel to the standards of each
application, but will be able to compensate for delay to a
certain extent.
The foundation of teleoperation system control analysis is
a model that best characterizes the interaction between the
human and the remote environment. This model is usually in
the form of a mass-spring-damper system which portrays the
behaviour of the master and slave subsystems. A common way
to describe this behaviour is the Euler-Lagrange equations of
motion for the joint-space nonlinear dynamic model of an m-
DoF master and slave device [113].
In this section we will focus on robust stability control
methods and concepts that offer the possibility of jointly
using data reduction along with their background (subsections
V-A-V-F, V-I). We also mention methods for closed loop
teleoperation implementations that model time delay, system
plants and the robot devices in order to compensate for
any delays (subsection V-G). Furthermore, we mention other
control methods for the sake of completeness (subsection
V-H).
A. Control architectures
The different control architectures that permit signals to
be exchanged between a human operator and the remote
environment can be classified according to the arrangement
of the control system building blocks. In order for the system
to meet the objectives for teleoperation of acceptable quality,
adaptive control subsystems can be introduced in the teleoper-
ation system design. This results in a wide range of different
mechanisms and architectures that attempt to tackle the issues
of telemanipulation [114]. A comparison of different control
schemes was presented in [115] stating that all schemes have
advantages and disadvantages and that it is in the discretion
of the system designer to choose which is the best one for his
application.
Bilateral control teleoperation system classification can be
based on whether the system targets to compensate for com-
munication delay, focuses on estimating the operator and
environment model, is responsible for handling internal and
external disturbances of the subsystems, or, provides a com-
bination of the aforementioned tasks. Another approach for
classifying teleoperation systems states that the information
processed in the system for controller gain adaptation is
focused on the environment, the human operator or the task to
be accomplished, therefore calls these controllers EOT-adapted
controllers [116].
The two most common generic control architectures, based
on the number of communication channels the system uses, are
the two-channel (2CH) and the four-channel (4CH) architec-
tures. In the former one, the master and slave manipulators
need to establish only one channel for each direction of
the bilateral communication, whereas in the latter one, both
velocity and force information is exchanged by using two
different channels for each direction. There are also other
possible schemes with one human operator and multiple slave
devices [117] or multiple human operators and multiple slave
devices [118]. A human operator may also communicate
with a virtual environment, instead of a haptic device, where
computational delay must also be taken into account (no delay,
constant and time-varying delay) [119], [120].
It must be mentioned that there are numerous control
schemes which could be mentioned in this section. However,
the aim of this paper is not to summarize all existing con-
trol schemes, but to survey the work that jointly addresses
the stability and communication challenges for networked
teleoperation systems. Currently, only the control schemes
which will follow, namely the Wave Variable control, the
Time-Domain Passivity Approach and the Model-Mediated
Teleoperation Approach) are combined with data reduction
methods. Therefore, we focus on these three control schemes.
Combining other control schemes with data reduction ap-
proaches is an interesting work for future investigation.
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B. Transparency and stability
Transparency and stability are key aspects of a haptic
teleoperation system and also the main focus of system control
techniques. A fully transparent system is a system in which
telepresence is a flawless and seamless experience. To achieve
transparency, the system also needs to be stable for an expected
(bounded) behaviour of the operator and the remote environ-
ment. In practice, there is a conflict between transparency and
stability and a compromise needs to be made [6].
A stable system must always have bounded output for
a bounded input. Bounded signals are those which do not
exceed a finite value over time. Transparency of a bilateral
control system can be defined in many ways, the most popular
being the mechanical impedance approach. In this approach,
maximum transparency is achieved when the impedance the
operator is the same as the impedance of the environment
[121], known as impedance matching.
Based on linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamics in the
Laplace domain, maximum transparency is achieved when
the human and environment impedances are matched. The
human impedance is defined by the ratio of force applied by
the teleoperator to the velocity of the master device, and the
environment impedance is the ratio of the force slave device
receives from the environment to the velocity of the slave
device.
In [122] the notions of reproducibility and operationality,
which complement stability, are investigated as two goals
that when achieved the condition for transparency is satisfied.
Reproducibility is referring to the reproduction of the environ-
mental impedance from the master manipulator, whereas to
achieve ideal operationality the operational force (additional
undesirable force produced by the system controllers due to
inaccuracies) should not be felt by the human operator and
therefore must be zero.
Furthermore, theoretically, any non-zero value of delay
leads to instability. However, the damping of the haptic device,
slave dynamics and human arm movement contribute to the
stabilization of the system. As a result, there is some tolerance,
which varies for different system settings and teleoperation
tasks [123].
C. Passivity-based control
Built upon the idea that bilateral control systems must be
passive and therefore stable by Anderson and Spong [124],
passivity-based control methods have been applied to haptic
communication systems in order to compensate for time delays
or data loss. Due to its effectiveness in non-linear control sys-
tems it has been thoroughly studied in teleoperation systems.
Nonetheless, the passivity condition applies only if all the
system components are or are assumed to be passive (i.e.
subsystems that do not produce energy), as any arrangement
of passive components results in a passive system. With regard
to teleoperation systems, the previous statement also applies to
teleoperation systems assuming that the human operator and
the remote environment behave as passive elements along with
the existence of an ideal communication channel. Concerning
the human operator, this assumption is only valid for the sake
of simplicity, otherwise it does not hold for all kinds of tasks
as stated in [125].
In general, a teleoperation system can be modeled in various
ways, such as the two-port network model [126], [127] or
the port-Hamiltonian system approach [128]. Focusing on the
two-port network model, all subsystems between the human
operator and the environment can be represented by a two-port
network where energy flows through its inputs and outputs.
From an electrical domain point-of-view this can also be
viewed as a transmission line system that ideally is needed
to be lossless (with perfect impedance matching). In this
domain, force is represented as voltage, position as current
and therefore the product of the two is power. A two-port
element inside a teleoperation system can be characterized as
passive when the energy (integral of power over time) of the
output of the two-port element is greater than the energy of
the input [129].
An alternative analysis in [130] investigates bilateral control
system stability with a non-passive human operator or teleop-
eration environment using Mobius transformations.
Since the communication network of a TPTA framework
introduces delays, which can be represented in a control
architecture by active elements, it is were passivity-based
control needs to be applied. A detailed description of the
theoretical base of passivity-based control has been made in
[131]. Wave-variable (WV) control and time-domain passivity
control (TDPC) are such methods and will be discussed in the
next subsections. Furthermore, augmented versions of these
methods have also been proposed.
Passivity-based approaches have been proposed both for
linear and non-linear teleoperation systems [132]. Alternative
teleoperation control methods to the passivity-based approach
are proportional derivative (PD) or PD-like control [133],
PD control for stochastic stabilization [134], for adaptive
time-delay compensation [135] or without, H∞-control and
µ-synthesis [136], [137], the computationally complex but
constantly improved Model Predictive Control (MPC)[138]
methods, fuzzy logic system approaches [139], [140] or the
more recently proposed immersion and invariance (I&I) ob-
server methods [141]. Passivity-based control methods can be
applied on each DoF of a teleoperation system, but, the system
becomes more conservative [142].
Acceleration-based bilateral control methods have also been
proved to provide robust stability even when the system is
under time delay both for two-channel [143] and four-channel
architectures [144], [145].
Network delay, especially when it is considered as time-
varying, becomes a hindrance for the synchronization of
master and slave positioning and the transmission of the human
operator’s movement trajectory or the remote environment’s
force feedback. For each teleoperation framework, several
augmented versions that attempt to optimally solve the position
tracking issue have been proposed such as the sliding-mode
controller architecture [146].
Using the representation of the two-port network model
for teleoperation in the frequency domain and Llewellyn’s
absolute stability criterion [147], it is possible to define the
scattering approach which examines how scattered waves
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(output of the communication network) differ to their original
form (input of the communication network) [127].
By creating abstraction layers for transparency and passivity,
a haptic system that transmits mixed feedback of kinesthetic
and tactile information was described in [148], also providing
additional tactile force feedback when the passivity layer
disrupts the kinesthetic force feedback in order to preserve
passivity.
D. Wave-variable control methods
The previously mentioned work of Anderson and Spong
which combined scattering transformation, network theory and
passivity control, led to the concept of wave-variables (i.e.
wave-variable transformation) by Niemeyer and Slotine [149],
[150], used in haptic communication systems by algorithms
created to ensure stability and transparency between the master
and slave device when time delay is introduced [151]. Viewing
the system from a virtual transmission line point-of-view
the wave-variables represent the incident and reflected waves
respectively and the wave (or virtual) impedance can be used
to control the behaviour of the system to preserve passivity.
A quantitative comparison of the performance between the
two-channel and the four-channel wave-based control schemes
revealed that the four channels of the 4CH architecture can be
reduced to three and also achieve better performance than the
2CH architecture. Even so, the 2CH scheme is able to achieve
similar performance with better stability robustness, while
being less complex to implement [152]. Wave-based bilateral
control has also been applied to micro-teleoperation systems in
which the slave device operates on soft/fragile objects [153].
Furthermore, wave variables can also be used in multiple-DoF
teleoperation systems by adopting more general equations that
incorporate impedance matrices, also called scaling matrices
[154]. The scattering transformation also allows the power
transmitted from one side of the teleoperation system to the
other to be scaled, a characteristic of a passive two-port
system.
With the adoption of the scattering transformation, con-
verting power variables to wave variables raises important
issues. On one hand, power variables preserve passivity, on
the other hand, they also introduce desynchronization and
the phenomenon of wave reflection which disrupts the sys-
tem transparency. The position tracking error, also known as
position drift, and the force tracking error between master
and slave is caused because of the time delay introduced
by the system’s communication channel and the fact that it
is impossible to perfectly model the environment in which
the slave device is operating. To resolve this issue, several
attempts have been made either for constant time delay [155]
or varied time delay [156] in the communication channel.
An augmented version of the wave-based control architecture
is recommended in [157]. Other methods propose several
techniques and schemes such us the transmission of wave
integrals [158] along with wave energy [150], predictors [159]
to compensate for network delays or even communication
blackouts [160] or the utilization of neural network theory for
enabling improved modeling of the system which is considered
as nonlinear [161]. In [162], Munir and Book proposed a
method that corrects the position tracking error taking time-
varying delay into account. This method employs a modified
Smith predictor, a Kalman filter and an energy regulator. An
improved version of this method was suggested in [163].
Several alternatives have been proposed as well in the scope
of wave-variable control [164]–[167] .
E. Time-domain passivity control
The time-domain passivity approach (TDPA) was defined by
Hannaford and Ryu [168] for haptic interfaces and extended to
apply to teleoperation systems [169]. The approach has gained
interest during the past few years due to its simplicity and
robustness to communication delays.
The basic concept behind time-domain passivity control is
to monitor the energy flowing to and from the master, the slave
side or both in real time using a passivity observer (PO) which
can be placed in series or in parallel to the communication
channel. In the series arrangement we choose velocity as an
input, whereas in the parallel arrangement force is used as
input to the PO. If the PO decides that the passivity condition
is not satisfied, meaning that the system generates energy
and therefore is active, then, a passivity controller (PC) has
the responsibility to retain the system’s passivity by using
adjustable damping elements [170]. Besides being applied to
1-DoF applications, TDPC has also been applied to 6-DoF
systems [171].
Following a relevant arrangement in [172], after the acqui-
sition of the environment parameters (related to velocity and
force data of the slave device) and transmission through the
communication channel, a model of the environment is created
on the master side and according to this model the damping
coefficients of a PC are adjusted according to a PO’s output.
Bounding energy signals [173] or control signals [174]
of TDPA systems has showed improvement of the method’s
effectiveness. In [175], a different scheme, as in Figure 5,
is proposed where the segment of the control system on
the teleoperator side including the communication block is
considered as a one-port network that receives position and
provides force feedback. A method that combines time domain
passivity control with perceptual data reduction is introduced
in [176].
An augmented version of TDPA was proposed in [178]
based on the framework of network-based analysis of
passivity-based teleoperation systems in [179]. Modeling the
teleoperation system using an electrical representation, rather
than a mechanical one, is beneficial due to its simplicity.
The electrical representation employs ideal flow (velocity)
and effort (force) dependent sources as the analogous system
elements to the motion commands of the human operator and
reflected force of the teleoperator. These sources can also be
delayed dependent.
The communication channel equivalent is called Time Delay
Power Network (TDPN) and it is in the form of a two-port
subsystem that can be coupled with a passivity controller.
Another differentiation of this framework lies in the possible
structures of the proposed architecture as it further disam-
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Figure 5. A bilateral teleoperation system using the time-domain passivity control architecture (from [177]). The Passivity Observer (PO) entities compute
the energy flows for both directions and provide input to the Passivity Controller (PC) on each side.
biguates the network channel representation, with regard to
the energy flows.
Furthermore, TDPN modelling can be also applied to four-
channel architecture systems [177]. In another approach, a
system segmented in such a way as to provide three types of
force feedback is presented in [180]. Further improvement of
the TDPN method has been proposed in [181] with respect to
position drift and by suggesting a different feedback scheme
where the measured force from the environment is directly
sent to the master.
F. Model-mediated teleoperation approach
As previously discussed, stability and transparency are con-
flicting objectives in passivity-based teleoperation design. This
means that the system gains stability at the cost of degraded
transparency. For example, the perceived stiffness of the re-
mote objects decreases with the increase of communication
delay [182].
To guarantee both the system stability and transparency at
the same time in the presence of arbitrary communication
delay, the concept of the Model-Mediated Teleoperation Ap-
proach (MMTA) has been proposed. The main concept is il-
lustrated in Figure 6 where it is shown that rather than directly
sending back the haptic (force) signals, the parameters of the
object model which approximate the remote environment are
estimated and transmitted back to the master in real time
during the slaves interaction with the remote environment. The
model parameters include the surface geometry and physical
properties of the remote objects. On the master side, a copy
of this object model is maintained according to the received
model parameters, and the haptic feedback is computed on the
basis of the local model without any delay. The MMTA was
first presented in [127] and afterwards extended in [183].
The MMTA opens the control loop between the master and
slave and leads to two decoupled control loops, one on the
master and one on the slave side. The stability of the MMTA
system can be determined using the stability of the human-
master local model closed loop and the slave-environment
closed loop [116], [184]. If the estimated model is an accurate
approximation of the remote environment, then both stable and
transparent teleoperation can be achieved.
More specifically, in [127], the local control loops at one
side of the haptic communication system aim to simulate
the impedance observed at the opposite side. Later on, in
[183], in contrast to transmitting position or force values, an
abstraction layer was introduced, but implemented for a 1-DoF
application. The suggested algorithm replicates the remote
environment at the master side and issues commands through
the communication channel to the slave device.
When the master receives new model parameters from the
slave side, an update of the local model according to the
received model parameters is required. Ideally, the parameters
of the local model need to be updated to the correct ones
as quickly as possible. However, improper update schemes,
e.g., a sudden change in stiffness or model position, result
in a suddenly changed force that is displayed to the human
user. This is called the model-jump effect [185]. To allow
for a moderate model update which guarantees the stability,
passivity-based schemes were developed [183], [185], [186].
In [183], [185], the model position is updated only if no energy
is injected into the local model system after the update. In
[186], the authors used an adaptive damper to dissipate the
energy injected into the local model system during the model
update. This allows for a quicker model update and a higher
subjective preference rate compared to the scheme proposed
in [183], [185].
In general, MMTA has the benefit of being simultaneously
stable and transparent in 1D or simple 3D real environments
compared to the passivity-based control approaches. However,
due to the limitations of existing online model-estimation
algorithms, the MMTA cannot work efficiently in complex or
completely unknown environments.
There is no doubt that obtaining a precise object model
for complex environments (both object geometry and physical
properties) is the most important task and also the main chal-
lenge for the MMTA, since a perfect match between the local
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Figure 6. Model-mediated teleoperation approach (MMTA). The user interacts with the remote environment indirectly, i.e. using a model which receives
model parameters from the slave device. At the same time the user’s movement data are transferred through the network to the slave device.[183]
model and the environment enables stable and transparent tele-
operation in the presence of arbitrary communication delays.
Early attempts employ predefined model for MMTA systems
[126]. This requires the master system to have rich knowledge
about the remote environment. In practice, there are situations
in which we have limited knowledge about the remote envi-
ronment, especially when the slave enters a new environment
or interacts with dynamic (movable or deformable) objects.
Therefore, online environment modeling and model updating
are inevitable. In recent decades, online environment modeling
(parameter identification) for teleoperation systems has been
widely investigated, e.g., for estimating linear [187], [188]
/ non-linear [189], [190] environment models, rigid [96] /
deformable [191] / movable [192] objects, and for estimating
unknown environment models using online neural network
approaches [193], [194].
Instead of modeling the environment, an alternative archi-
tecture of the MMTA is to model the behavior of the human
operator. The estimated model parameters on the master side
are transmitted to the slave to guide the slaves motion. The
slave is thus not controlled by the delayed master motion
commands, but performs specific tasks in complete autonomy
based on the received human behavior model. Similarly, if
the model as well as the model parameters can accurately
approximate the human behavior, the slave can behave like
a human user and a complete skill transfer can be realized
[195]–[197]. The modeling of human behavior, however, is
quite challenging and the model of human behavior has not
been fully studied yet. Most of the MMTA are thus based on
the modeling of remote environments, but not the modeling
of human behavior.
The estimated model parameters need to be transmitted
back to the master for building/updating the local model. The
transmission happens normally when the slave enters a new
environment, the environment the slave is interacting with
changes, or the parameter estimation is not precise. Once the
estimates converge to the true values, there will be no updates
required and thus the system achieves zero transmission in
the backward communication channel. For real teleoperation
systems, however, the estimates can vary over time due to
measurement noise, natural tremble of human arm movement,
etc. Obviously, to transmit every estimate is a waste of the
network resources. Thus, an efficient data reduction scheme is
needed to selectively transmit the estimated model parameters.
Verscheure et al. [198] presented an event-triggered estimation
scheme. The estimation and transmission are activated only
when special conditions are satisfied, e.g. sufficiently large
force/velocity of the slave, or sufficiently large displacement
from the last estimation.
An alternative approach has been followed by other methods
proposing a perceptual MMTA scheme where a prediction
model is employed at the master and the slave side resulting in
local closed-loop control on each side to ensure high fidelity.
The models on both sides are updated in order to be in
sync if the predicted values exceed the JND threshold. This
combination of perceptual and statistical methods has been
made in [199] by first applying the JND threshold and then
a double exponential smoothing prediction algorithm to fill
in the values not transmitted due to the threshold. Xu et al.
[200] also applied the perceptual deadband approach to the
estimated model parameters to reduce the transmission rate.
The proposed framework incorporates 3D sensors to produce
a point cloud model of a static rigid object’s surface in the
remote environment. The depth images are processed with
a median filter and then with a temporal averaging filter to
reduce noise and fill holes in the depth image. Afterwards,
the depth image vectors, which consist of a 2D position and
the corresponding depth value, are transformed from pixel
coordinates to real world coordinates. This enables the object’s
geometry modeling while the slave device is in free space (not
touching the object). Physical properties of the object (friction
coefficient and stiffness) are also computed. Extrapolation
is used when the slave device needs to operate outside the
area produced by the point-cloud model, although issues are
very likely to emerge. The authors of [200] also reported a
data reduction of about 90% with guaranteed (significantly
high) subjective quality of teleoperation. Augmented feedback
information was also considered in [201] again with the use
of a stereo camera.
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G. Smith Predictor and Communication Disturbance Ob-
servers
In the previous section, MMTA is using the environment
model to compensate for the delays allowing the user to inter-
act only with the estimated model of the remote environment.
Another well known but closed loop control scheme, the Smith
predictor, is using a plant model transfer function and a time
delay model to compensate for the network delays in the
communication. This has been extended with the addition of
neural networks to better deal with the nonlinear nature of the
remote environment [194].
The concepts of network disturbance (ND) and communi-
cation disturbance observer (CDOB) have been proposed in
order to compensate for time delays. This approach uses the
transfer function model of the robots, in order to estimate
the communication disturbance [202]. The influence of the
controller parameters on a CDOB system’s transparency is
analyzed in [203]. This method has been extended in order to
work with variable delay in [144].
Augmented versions of the CDOB can also be used for the
four-channel architecture [204]. Since works based on CDOB
mostly focus on position control rather than force control,
in [205], the authors propose a method for compensating in
the presence of network disturbance in the force feedback
channel. A comparison of different CDOB implementation
has been shown in [206] along with a CDOB control scheme
that integrates fuzzy contol theory and neural network network
modelling.
H. Other control schemes
The previously mentioned control schemes are passivity-
based approaches for solving the instability caused by delays
in the transmission of information between master and slave.
In this subsection, we will refer to other bilateral teleoperation
control schemes which are not based on the passivity of the
system.
Recently, Jafari et al. [207] have proposed an input-to-state
stable (ISS) approach to guarantee the stability of teleoperation
systems. It allows a bigger output energy and is less conser-
vative compared to the passivity-based control schemes.
The ISS approach is able to generate a bounded amount
of energy in the teleoperation systems while still guaranteeing
stability. It has also been extended for bilateral haptic teleoper-
ation systems in the presence of communication delays [208].
Although the ISS approach is not fully developed compared
to the passivity-based approaches, it shows great potential to
improve the transparency due to its less conservative design.
In [209] there is a recent review of several predictive control
methods with comparison and shows that a control scheme can
be chosen over others for certain conditions and tasks.
I. Joint control scheme and data reduction
The aforementioned data reduction approaches for teleop-
eration systems in Section IV have been initially developed
without considering the stability issues and control scheme.
In the presence of communication delays, however, the data
compression schemes have to be combined with stability-
ensuring control schemes. In this subsection, we briefly review
the research works that studied haptic data reduction in com-
bination with control schemes. Table III gives an overview of
the efforts in the combination of control schemes and haptic
data reduction approaches.
TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF THE COMBINATION OF TELEOPERATION CONTROL
ARCHITECTURES WITH DATA REDUCTION SCHEMES FOR DIFFERENT
COMMUNICATION ASSUMPTIONS.
known unknown time-varying
const. delay const. delay delay
WV + data reduction [210] [211] -
TDPA + data reduction [176] [176] [176]
MMTA + data reduction [198], [200] [198], [200] -
1) Haptic data reduction + wave-variable control archi-
tecture
The perceptual deadband (PD) packet rate reduction scheme
has been combined with the WV control scheme in [210],
[211] for dealing with constant communication delay. The
PD approach is applied either on the wave variables [211]
or on the time domain signals [210] (force and velocity).
In order to modify the control schemes and to incorporate
data reduction schemes, the passive PD schemes, such as the
energy supervising transmission [211] and the passive ZOH
reconstruction scheme [210] were developed. In [211], the
authors experimentally found the subjectively best deadband
parameter for interacting with a rigid wall. In contrast in [210],
the authors showed that applying the PD approach on time-
domain signals leads to better performance on both system
transparency and data reduction compared to applying the PD
approach on wave variables.
2) Haptic data reduction + TDPA
Xu et al. [176] have recently combined the PD approach
with the TDPA control scheme to reduce the packet rate
over the communication network while preserving system
stability in the presence of time-varying and unknown delays.
On both master and slave sides the signals are processed
with the deadband method to regulate the transmission rate
of the velocity, force, and energy signals based on the PD
approach discussed previously. In order to incorporate the
control scheme with the PD approach, the energy calculation
in the passivity observer (PO) is modified. At each sampling
instant, if no update is received, the PO outputs the same
energy as the most recently received one (ZOH reconstruction)
for the subsequent computation.
Compared to the existing WV-based haptic data reduction
approaches, the TDPA-based haptic data reduction scheme
presented in [176] can robustly deal with time-varying delays
and does not require the use of the passive PD approach.
This is because the deadband controllers and reconstructors
are set in between the two POs, and the TDPA is capable
of ensuring passivity of any two-port networks between the
POs on the master and slave side. Experiments show that
the TDPA-based haptic data reduction scheme is subjectively
more transparent compared to the WV-based schemes. In
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addition, it is able to reduce the packet rate by up to 80%,
without significantly distorting user’s experience for the tested
communication delays of up to 100 ms ± 30 ms.
3) Haptic data reduction + MMTA
Similarly, a perception-based model update scheme is also
incorporated into a MMTA architecture [200]. The environ-
ment model as well as its physical properties (stiffness and sur-
face friction coefficient) are estimated at the slave side in real-
time and transmitted back to the master for building/updating
the local model. The transmission happens normally when the
slave enters a new environment, the environment the slave
is interacting with changes, or the parameter estimation is
not precise. Once the estimates converge to the true values,
no updates are required and thus the system achieves zero
transmission in the backward communication channel.
For real teleoperation systems, however, the estimates can
vary over time due to measurement noise, natural tremble
of human arm movement, etc. Obviously, to transmit every
estimate is a waste of the network resources. Thus, an efficient
data reduction scheme is needed to selectively transmit the
estimated model parameters. Verscheure et al. [198] pre-
sented a event-triggered estimation scheme. The estimation
and transmission are activated only when special conditions
are satisfied, e.g. sufficiently large force/velocity of the slave,
or sufficiently large displacement from the last estimation.Xu
et al. [200] applied the perceptual deadband approach to the
estimated model parameters to reduce the transmission rate.
The authors also reported a data reduction of about 90% with
guaranteed subjective quality of teleoperation.
The aforementioned perceptual or event-trigger control
schemes for the MMTA avoid the transmission of irrelevant
updates to reduce the packet rate on the network. System
stability and transparency are verified in the presence of a
round-trip communication delay of up to 1000 ms.
VI. HAPTIC COMMUNICATION OVER 5G MOBILE
NETWORKS
Providing the services mentioned above in remote geograph-
ical areas and in an on-demand manner, where high bandwidth
and dedicated networking infrastructure is not available, is yet
another crucial aspect, which can be addressed by mobile
networks. Furthermore, in comparison to fixed broadband
networks, mobile networks have the advantage of having the
ability to be deployed e.g. in case of emergency, a lot more
rapidly.
Such scenarios become technically feasible due to progress
anticipated with the 5G technology. Nonetheless, 5G will
provide more than that. The transition from 4G to 5G is based
on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), such as latency, peak
date rate (per user) and reliability among others, which define
the challenges and targets towards 5G and that need to be
improved in order for e.g. haptic communication to be realized.
Standardisation of the next generation 5G wireless com-
munication systems has recently been initiated. Within the
on-going 3GPP RAN 5G study item, also known as New
Radio, technical components are being identified for a 5G
radio interface and the next generation network architecture.
3GPP agreed to develop the 5G system specification in two
phases, which correspond to 3GPP releases 15 and 16; a
full system specification needs to be finalised and submitted
to ITU by end of 2019. On-going work in both ITU and
3GPP define, at a high level, use case categories, resulting
in requirements and evaluation methodologies for 5G system
design. While earlier generations of mobile networks focused
on mobile broadband services (targeting services for people), it
has already been identified that 5G should, in addition, address
the two new areas of massive machine-type communication
(M-MTC) and critical machine-type communication (C-MTC),
where services are provided to things and objects. Critical-
MTC is, in 3GPP parlance, also referred to as ultra-reliable
and low latency communication (URLLC). These two latter
areas address the successive transformation of our society into
a networked society.
According to [212] and based on data provided by the UK
Office of Communications (Ofcom), the average RTT for 3G
is 63.5 ms and in 4G it is reduced to 53.1 ms. RTT in this
case is considered the time between sending a packet of data
to a server and receiving a response. In the US, according to
[213], presented in 2012, median RTT for 4G is 69.5 ms by
measuring in a similar fashion the time difference between
a SYN and SYN-ACK packet. As mentioned in previous
sections these latency values are unacceptable within the scope
of bilateral teleoperation with high QoE, as even with the
application of stability control methods there will be a decrease
of transparency.
A. 5G use cases and requirements
It is obvious that the 5G network capabilities are determined
by the requirements of the use cases which will need to utilize
effectively the network. Essentially, we need to iterate through
the use cases and extract those requirements. This is something
that has already been done by 3GPP mainly in [214] with
further information in [215]. In Table IV we enlist the use
cases using the first classification used in [214] along with a
number of examples and briefly showing the main KPIs and
requirements that need to be satisfied for the users to have
good QoE.
Teleoperation is mainly related to the first three use case
categories, but since a broad spectrum of applications exists,
the different requirements can be grouped into many different
classes. As seen in Table IV, the names of the use case
families are self-descriptive as they include some of the
main KPIs mentioned or a combination of them. These KPIs
were selected to better demonstrate main the similarities and
differences among the use cases. These include:
• End-to-end latency (e2e latency): The time it takes for
data to be transferred from source device to destination
(in milliseconds).
• Reliability: The number of packets successfully received
by one end node divided by the total number of packets
sent (percentage).
• Availability: The amount of time the communication
system can provide service to the user divided by the total
amount of time which is expect to deliver the services.
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• Mobility: The speed at which the user is requesting
services from the network provider. One example is
telesurgery with the patient inside an ambulance moving
with high speed.
• Data rate: The amount of data that the network can
deliver in one second.
• Coverage: The area in which a network provider can offer
services.
• Positioning accuracy: The accuracy at which a user’s
location can be tracked.
• Security: Maintaining the integrity of the data, in many
cases, is a basic requirement. In Table IV, we also
mention the relevant concept of confidentiality, which
also relies on the network operator’s discretion.
• Service continuity: Even when there is a change in the
way a service is delivered to the user, this needs to happen
in a seamless manner. This change can be a different
access technology (e.g. satellite).
• Energy efficiency: The amount of bits per Joule of energy
consumed.
We need to mention that most of these KPIs behave
differently in case the user is in an indoor or an outdoor
environment.
B. Realizing the Tactile Internet
For the rest of this section we will discuss recent progress
in mobile networks towards delivering reliable low-latency
communication for realization of the 5G Tactile Internet. Such
developments are:
• Software Defined Networking (SDN): By decoupling con-
trol and the data plane, and providing logically centralized
control, SDN will be one of the key components of the
5G network. The centralized control allows for easier
management of traffic within the network [216], [217],
while taking advantage of the abstraction, mobility can
be handled more reliably and with incurring less latency
[218]. Furthermore, the software-based nature and the
programmability enable delivery of QoS based on gran-
ular and flow-based policies [219], [220].
• Network Function Virtualization (NFV): The virtualiza-
tion and softwarization of network functions drastically
decreases the dependency on hardware and therefore
increases the scalability and reliability of the network. It
is also easier to share resources among different network
functions and also transfer network functions across the
network in order to optimize a service’s performance in
terms of latency [221].
• Mobile Edge Computing (MEC): While allowing mobil-
ity, a remotely located network of servers, either physical
or both physical and virtual, is responsible for processing
and storing data from a mobile device, enhancing the ca-
pabilities of a service or application, as well as acting as a
computation offloading mechanism for the mobile device
[222]. A relevant expansion of MCC related to haptic
communication is cloud computing for mobile robotics.
In this case, the cloud is used for off-loading compu-
tations (e.g. for stability control) from the remote robot
[223]. The previously mentioned NFV is a complimentary
technology to Mobile Cloud Computing inside the 5G
technology framework which allows optimal distribution
of ”intelligence” inside the network.
• New Radio: The new radio standards will enable services
with diverse latency requirements. This will be primarily
implemented by allowing a scalable Transmission Time
Interval (TTI) and a redesign of the sub-frame (SF)
making it easier to support a variety of services. LTE
standards can currently offer 10 ms to 20 ms round trip
time (between air interfaces only) using a 1 ms TTI.
Nonetheless, 5G requirements demand a user plane end-
to-end latency of less than 1 ms [224].
Furthermore, the deployment of Massive MIMO will en-
sure that the bit-error-rate (BER) will be kept at minimum
for reliable low-latency communication[225].
• Dual Connectivity: Extra reliability in heterogeneous net-
works will be provided by decoupling uplink (UL) and
downlink (DL) connections [226].
Radio resource allocation for haptic devices in LTE-A
systems has been proposed in [227], in the scope of optimizing
power and resource block allocation for both UL and DL chan-
nels. In [228], by taking into consideration the traffic patterns
of haptic communication systems, soft resource reservation
is proposed in order to reduce latency caused by the LTE
scheduling request (SR) procedure in the UL channel.
In the case of SDN, methodologies have been developed for
predicting performance by modeling the underlying network
using queuing theory and network calculus (either stochastic
or deterministic) making use of the network monitoring ca-
pabilities that SDN has. In this way it is possible to perform
traffic shaping and path optimization based on the application
requirements. Such mathematical tools have been presented in
a survey on the analysis and modeling of SDN [229].
Prediction, in the context of anticipatory mobile network-
ing, can offer benefits in other various areas as well, such
as improving mobility management, decreasing latency and
improving reliability with optimized resource allocation. This
will offer the possibility to high mobility scenarios to become
reality [230].
An implementation of a network coding strategy deployed
using Virtual Network Functions in combination with an SDN
controller was shown in [231]. The authors claim that random
linear network coding not only increases the reliability of
the communication but also positively affects the reduction
of latency, although even in the case of lossless 3-hop com-
munication network and an 8 Mb/s channel rate, the minimum
latency achieved is 100 ms.
Since teleoperation with force feedback can be classified as
a latency-sensitive application, the aforementioned technolo-
gies will be used to provide low-latency connectivity to users
of various types of applications with low latency requirements.
VII. LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
Without a doubt, teleoperation is an ever-evolving field
mainly combining robotics, telecommunications and data pro-
cessing. According to [232], new and improved technologies
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TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION 5G USE CASES WITH EXAMPLES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MAIN KPIS
Use case family Traffic scenario examples Main KPIs Requirements
Higher reliability,
availability
& lower latency
e2e latency ≤ 1 ms
• Medical treatment in ambulance Reliability ≥ 99, 999%
• Low-latency industrial applications Availability ≈ 100%
• Telemedicine cloud applications Mobility ≥ 120 km/h
Data rate 10s of Mbps per device
Very low latency • Human interaction, Immersive VR, e2e latency 1 ms one-wayRemote healthcare, Telementoring
Mission critical
services
• Prioritized access when: the network is e2e latency down to 1 ms
congested, simpler access procedures or Reliability ≈ 100%
guaranteed QoS are needed Security max. confidentiality
& integrity
Higher reliability
& lower latency
• Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) e2e latency 1 ms min.
& Ground-based Vehicles
• VR/AR applications Reliability 99, 999%
• Cloud robotics Data rate 250 Mb/s max.
• Industrial applications/ Power plants Energy efficiency Various or NA
Higher accuracy
positioning
• Outdoor positioning (high speed moving) Accuracy ≤ 3 m for 80% of occasions
• Indoor/Outdoor positioning (low speed moving) e2e latency ≤10 ms to 15 ms two-way
• UAV positioning for critical applications Mobility ≈ 280 km/h (cars)
Higher availability • Secondary connectivity for emergencies Coverage Service continuity(mobile-to-satellite)
are needed for Tactile Internet applications. The next steps of
research work will help in enhancing the user experience and
the effectiveness of the teleoperation systems.
Various control and communication approaches, as reviewed
in the previous sections, have been developed to address
the challenges of haptic communication for time-delayed
teleoperation. So far, the control and communication aspects
have been studied mainly independently and by abstracting or
neglecting important properties of the underlying communi-
cation network. The implementation of teleoperation systems
using realistic communication infrastructure, including wired
or wireless IP networks, requires a more holistic view. The
application in real-world packet-switched networks requires
the joint consideration of control and communication aspects
to achieve a stable, transparent and efficient system design.
Furthermore, the state-of-the-art architectures differ in their
robustness towards different network QoS parameters and
artifacts introduced into the system. To date, there is neither
a common understanding about the preferred architecture for
certain QoS parameters, nor generalisable results about the
required QoS parameters to achieve a certain teleoperation
quality.
According to current technology trends, haptic interfaces
are to be used from devices connected to mobile networks.
Therefore, it is essential to explore further how teleoperation
systems can be optimally integrated into the next generation
(5G) mobile networks. This includes the optimization of the
communication channel by investigating the mobile network
infrastructure and the development of new protocols and
evaluation metrics based on precise traffic models. In Figure 7,
we show the main challenges as described in previous sections
of this survey in robotics, data processing and networking with
a focus on the upcoming 5G network infrastructure. Further
discussion on future goals is as follows:
1) Improved and standardized network protocols
As shown in Section III, there is a lot of room for improve-
ment concerning the use of protocols in application, transport
or other layers involved. This is made even more complicated
by the fact that haptic communication in many cases needs to
be secure, therefore, we need new methodologies that will not
have a negative impact in the QoE of the user.
2) Joint communication and control approaches for bilat-
eral teleoperation
High-quality bilateral teleoperation requires the joint or-
chestration of control and communication approaches to cope
with limitations such as restricted transmission capacity, time-
varying delay and random or bursty packet losses. So far,
the number of studies that jointly consider stability-ensuring
control and haptic data communication (including data reduc-
tion) is limited. Therefore, there are other combinations to be
studied.
One of the future challenges is to fill the gaps in Table
III, by combining haptic data reduction with the existing
control approaches for bilateral teleoperation. The focus is
real world communication with time-varying delay and packet
loss. Having a set of different control and communication
approaches to implement teleoperation systems is important,
because they vary in their robustness towards certain QoS
parameters (e.g. delay, delay variation or packet loss).
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3) System performance as a function of the offered Quality-
of-Service
Different control and communication approaches lead to
different types of artifacts. Furthermore, their performance
also varies between tasks (e.g. free space versus contact, soft
objects versus rigid surface, etc.). To date, there is no common
understanding about the preferred architecture for certain QoS
parameters or tasks.
4) Privacy
It is obvious that in the future generations of the Internet,
operators will have a more active role in acquiring and
processing user data, especially since prediction will play a
major role in optimizing the QoS offered by the network [230].
Furthermore, prioritization of network traffic raises issues of
net neutrality which need to be further addressed so that
appropriate legislation can be implemented.
5) Haptic Devices
The development of haptic interfaces and actuators that will
allow the natural and more precise execution and replication of
the desired user movement, but also improved force feedback
experience.
Figure 7. The main challenges in haptic communication over 5G network.
Future work could focus on defining objective system
performance metrics, which will allow us to analyze and to
compare different control and communication approaches for
bilateral teleoperation systems.
Figure 8 (a) illustrates a hypothetical performance measure-
ment for three control schemes in different network conditions.
The set of control schemes and communication approaches
include the schemes reviewed in Sections III and V and
their potential variations. The system performance metrics Qi
can represent the quality of control (QoC), the quality of
experience (QoE), the quality of task (QoT) or QoS-related
characteristics as illustrated in Figure 8 (b).
Qi
end-to-end delay
wave variable
approach
time-domain
passivity control
model-mediated
teleoperation
optimal performance
(a)
Human user
Experience (QoE) Task Performance (QoT)
Application
Control (QoC) Network (QoS)
(b)
Figure 8. (a) Hypothetical performance measure for three control schemes as
a function of the end-to-end delay. (b) Various system performance measures
can be applied to objectively compare the quality of different control and
communication approaches.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Haptic communication for bilateral teleoperation systems is
among technologies which are starting to be adopted by an
increasing number of immersive Internet applications. It will
gain great benefits from the development of communication
infrastructures such as the fifth generation of mobile networks
(5G). Following the requirements of haptic communication
over the Internet, this survey paper documents the funda-
mentals of haptic communication over the Internet and the
latest advances which will allow the user to experience high
quality immersion. This paper also focuses on the three main
research interests, namely data compression and reduction,
robust stability control, and multi-modal data streaming over
the Internet.
Firstly, we made an introduction to the Tactile Internet
and the impact of haptic communication in our everyday
lives in the near future. We also described the requirements
and environment dynamics for teleoperation systems. Next, a
general introduction of teleoperation systems was presented,
including the widely-used haptic devices and the challenges
of teleoperation systems at present. Moreover, to the best of
our knowledge, all transport and application layer protocols
that can assist in multi-modal communication were listed and
qualitatively evaluated, also focusing on haptic, video and
audio data stream management and synchronization. In ad-
dition, we discussed QoS provisioning as well as the common
network performance parameters. Furthermore, the main and
also latest methods on haptic data reduction over packet-
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switched networks were mentioned. Additionally, we surveyed
research work that deals with robust stability of bilateral
teleoperation systems. We also presented how the stability-
ensuring control schemes have been combined with haptic
data reduction techniques. The next section was dedicated to
presenting the latest progress in 5G networking infrastructure
from the point-of-view of haptic communication. Finally, we
presented a summary of the lessons learned from this survey
as well as a discussion on the future challenges of haptic
communication over 5G networks.
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